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To be a successful writer and get noticed, being good often isn´t good enough. You have to shi
Find your talent and focus on it. Develop it. Showcase it in your writing so it really shines
Stacey´s Story: Start With Something Special
I had my breakthrough while taking a break from writing. I was watching the movie Bring it On
Carmen´s Story: Use Your Strengths

I was told by my teachers and by readers that my dialogue was really strong. So I decided to s
Editor Says: ˆForget Modesty˜

Writing is not a business where you can afford to be modest. You have to get in there and show
Editor Says: ˆI´m Looking for One Thing˜

Many writers make the mistake of trying to show me everything they do well. Forget it. I´m gla
˘Darryn, Editor
Susan´s Story: Is it Really a Flaw?

In the early days of Susan´s career, everyone advised her that she relied on dialogue too much
Top Six Ways to Find Your Strength
1. Ask other people what stands out about your work.
2. Read some of your best work and make a list of what makes it good.
3. Read through the contents of a book about writing and ask yourself if there is an area you

4. Think about what other people have said about your work. Are there any comments that keep b
5. Ask yourself what you care about when you write.

6. What do you like about other people´s work? Often the things you notice in other people´s w
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